We present a new technique for transferring momentum and velocity between particles and grid with Particle-In-Cell (PIC) [1] calculations which we call Affine-Particle-In-Cell (APIC). APIC represents particle velocities as locally affine, rather than locally constant as in traditional PIC. We show that this representation allows APIC to conserve linear and angular momentum across transfers while also dramatically reducing numerical diffusion usually associated with PIC. Notably, conservation is achieved with lumped mass, as opposed to the more commonly used Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) [2, 3] transfers which require a "full" mass matrix for exact conservation. Furthermore, unlike FLIP, APIC retains a filtering property of the original PIC and thus does not accumulate velocity modes on particles as FLIP does. In particular, we demonstrate that APIC does not experience velocity instabilities that are characteristic of FLIP in a number of Material Point Method (MPM) hyperelasticity calculations. Lastly, we demonstrate that when combined with the midpoint rule for implicit update of grid momentum that linear and angular momentum are exactly conserved.
Introduction
PIC methods have been used for decades to simulate many different physical phenomena. Examples include compressible flow, incompressible flow, plasma physics, computational solids and many more [4] . PIC utilizes a hybrid particle/grid representation of material to retain the accuracy of Lagrangian techniques without sacrificing the robustness of Eulerian techniques. In all cases, the hybrid nature of the approach requires the transfer of state to and from Lagrangian particles and Eulerian grid. Unfortunately, this frequent remapping can introduce significant error and instability. The most apparent error is excessive dissipation incurred from double interpolation. The FLIP approach of Brackbill et al. [2, 3] was developed to reduce the dissipation by transferring changes in grid quantities to particles, rather than directly interpolating as in PIC. This also greatly improved the angular momentum conservation properties of the particle/grid transfers [5, 6] . However, as pointed out in [7] exact conservation with FLIP is only possible with the use of the "full" mass matrix. FLIP cannot guarantee exact conservation when used with the more efficient "lumped" mass matrix. Unfortunately, since the full mass matrix can be singular for certain particle configurations, it is necessary in practice to interpolate between a mass-lumped and full mass matrix to avoid issues caused by a poorly conditioned mass matrix [7] . However, even with mass lumping, FLIP greatly reduces the angular momentum losses from transfers in the original PIC.
While all PIC approaches suffer to some degree from finite grid [8, 9] (or ringing [10, 11] ) instabilities, FLIP appears to exacerbate null modes in the transfer operator from particle to grid. This is particularly true with MPM [12, 13] PIC techniques for simulating history dependent materials. The problems arise from the mismatch in particle and grid degrees of freedom. Typically there are many more particles than grid nodes and thus information is lost in the particle to grid transfer. While the original PIC transfers can be seen as a filter of particle degrees of freedom by modes resolvable on the grid, FLIP does not have this property. FLIP transfers can be shown to cause unpredictable behavior since certain particle velocity modes persist, invisible to the dynamics on the grid only to reappear after particle movement. Notably, the particle velocities are not used to move the particle positions. are directly interpolated from the grid, which is equivalent to using an interpolated, PIC velocity for position updates. This is idea has also been used for example in [14] . However, while this reduces the effect of the velocity modes greatly, it does not completely remove the problem. We illustrate this in Figure 1 . Despite these issues, FLIP transfers are still most commonly used, particularly for MPM.
The typical PIC transfer of particle velocities v p to grid velocities v i is done by first transferring mass and momentum from particle to grid and then dividing out mass to get velocity as
where x p and x i are particle and grid node locations and N (x p − x i ) represent interpolating functions defined on the grid. After a physical update of the momentum is done on the grid, new grid velocities v i are then directly interpolated to particles as
With this simple convention, linear and angular momentum are conserved in the transfer from particle to grid as long as the interpolating functions satisfy a partition of unity property. In the transfer from grid to particle, linear momentum is conserved, but angular momentum is not. Notably, these transfers are linear operations, and since there are typically many more particle than grid degrees of freedom, there are particle velocity null modes that are lost when transferring to grid. Since the PIC transfer from grid to particle is just interpolation, this process can be seen as filtering out particle velocity modes that are not seen on the grid. The loss of the kinetic energy in these modes is what leads to the excessive dissipation of PIC. The energy loss in PIC style transfers is unacceptable for many application areas, and FLIP style transfers can be used instead. FLIP uses the same transfer from particles to grid as PIC, however with FLIP, velocities are incremented by interpolated differences in grid velocities (rather than directly interpolated as in PIC) when transferring from grid to particles
Since velocities are incremented, rather than overwritten with information from the grid, energy in particle null modes is not lost and thus the excessive dissipation is avoided. However, these modes are still invisible to the grid, since the transfer from particle to grid is the same in PIC and FLIP. Thus, although these modes are not lost, they have no direct effect on the governing physics which can lead to unpredictable behavior like those discussed in [8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16] . 2 We present a new technique designed to retain the filtering property of the original PIC transfers to guarantee stable behavior. We show that by representing particle velocities as locally affine, rather than locally constant, particle/grid transfers can be defined that: (1) filter out null modes invisible to the grid, (2) have dissipation comparable to that of FLIP and (3) conserve angular and linear momentum (both from particle to grid and grid to particle). Furthermore, this is all done with simple mass lumping foregoing the need for poorly conditioned full mass matrices.
There are a few existing approaches that use similar ideas to what we propose. Our work builds on that of Jiang et al [17] . The transfers used there are discretely angular momentum conserving only for explicit symplectic Euler integration. For any other integration scheme, angular momentum may be gradually lost. Wallstedt and Guilkey also augment particles with derivatives of the field variables from grid to reduce dissipation in [18] . However they still use FLIP style incremental updates and thus still suffer from null mode persistence. Furthermore, their transfer from grid to particle is not angular momentum conserving. Also, our approach is similar to some aspects of the Constrained Interpolation Profile (CIP) methods which also store derivative information to reduce diffusion and improve conservation, but for semi-Lagrangian interpolation [19] .
Momentum transfers
The primary difference between our method and a traditional PIC scheme is that particles represent piecewise affine, rather than constant samples of the velocity field. Thus, in addition to a sample of the local velocity v p , we conceptually represent the velocity as v(x) = v p + C p (x − x p ) local to the particle x p . We show that this will allow us to design a family of transfers that better preserve momentum and energy without creating persistent null modes on particles.
Rigid-Particle-In-Cell (RPIC)
The intuition for our transfers is largely derived from a simpler case: piecewise rigid body velocity. This can be thought of as defining a velocity field local to x p as v(x) = v p + C p (x − x p ) with skew symmetric C p . That is, C p = ω * p where ω p is the angular velocity of the rigid body and C p = ω * p is the skew symmetric matrix equivalent to C p x = ω p × x for arbitrary vector x. While this idealization can also be used with PIC style filtering and both linear and angular momentum conservation across all transfers, it ultimately suffers from excessive dissipation similar to PIC [17] . Nonetheless, it provides most of the insights needed for making transfers with general affine conservative so we present them here.
Particle to grid
With a piecewise rigid assumption, we idealize particle x p as a rigid body consisting of point masses that the particle distributes to the grid with standard PIC transfer: m ip = m p N (x p − x i ). That is, rigid body p consists of point masses m ip located at x i . Note that this rigid body then has inertia tensor
Also note that the standard PIC grid mass is then m i = p m ip . With this idealization, the linear momentum of the points in the rigid body are then (mv) ip = m ip (v p +C p (x i −x p )) where again C p is assumed to be skew symmetric to represent rigid body velocity. We can thus define the grid linear momenta to be the sum of the contributions from all rigid bodies p:
This transfer conserves linear and angular momenta in the following sense. Define the total linear momentum of all rigid bodies as p P = p m p v p and the total angular momentum (about the origin) as
.1 for justification of these definitions). After the transfer from particle to grid, we have p G = i (mv) i and l G = x i × (mv) i as the analogous quantities defined over the grid. It can be shown that p P = p G and l P = l G (see Section 5.1 for details). That is, we can say that the linear and angular momentum of the grid state is the same as that of the particle rigid body state after the transfer from particle to grid.
Grid to particle
The transfer from grid to particle is done after a momentum update on the grid. However, the update of the grid state will give a newṽ i since the grid node masses m i do not change over the step. We design transfers ofṽ i to getṽ p and skewC p that give a rigid body state whose linear and angular momentum are consistent with that of the updated grid state. That is, we wantṽ p and skewC p =ω * p such that the new linear momentum is conservedp G = i m iṽi = p m pṽp =p P and new angular momentum
If we define the transfer of the linear velocity as with standard PIC,ṽ p = iṽ i N (x p − x i ), then linear momentum is conserved, as with PIC. However, with this transfer alone, angular momentum is lost. Specifically, it can be shown that local to particle p,l p = i (x i − x p ) × m ipṽi is lost. This arises from representing the information in the grid state m ipṽi as only m p v p . Clearly, one particle can not represent the angular momentum seen on the grid in m ipṽi . The idea is to represent that angular momentum in a rigid body, rather than a simply translating body to prevent the loss. Thus, if we define angular velocityω p to beω p = K −1 plp (and C p =ω * p ), then a simple argument shows that both linear and angular momentum are conserved in the transfer from grid to particle. That is, the transfers give a rigid body state whose linear and angular momentum are consistent with that of the updated grid state. See Section 5.1 for proofs of these claims.
Affine-Particle-In-Cell (APIC)
For APIC, we will extend the particle-wise, local velocity field to be an arbitrary affine function as
Here the matrix C p is fully arbitrary, unlike the skew symmetric view in RPIC. The problem then is to determine the transfers from particle to grid and vice versa. This can be done in a manner directly analogous to what was presented in Section 2.1, and we provide those details in Section 5.6. However, when developing a scheme that is perfectly conservative over the entire time step (i.e., both transfers and grid updates are conservative), a more general notion of transfer is useful. The discussion of transfers so far has assumed that information will be transferred from particles to the grid and then immediately back to particles without any other changes in grid or particle positions. While we show that these transfers can be made perfectly conservative, this is typically not enough in practice. The point of hybrid particle/grid schemes is that part of the evolution will occur on the grid. This introduces an element of time into the conservation problem. For example, immediately following the transfer from particle to grid, the angular momentum should be computed as l
. Before the transfer back to particles, the grid state will have changed, and angular momentum will be computed as l
. We introduce a degree of flexibility into the definition of the APIC transfers to account for this. When transferring to the particles, we have access to x , which gives us more possible options. We are also free to choose the state that we store. For example with RPIC, rather than storing angular velocity ω p as state, we could store rotational angular momentuml p . This additional flexibility is very useful, since it allows us to obtain additional properties from the method. We require our transfers to be generally of the form described above, subject to the additional flexibility that has been noted. Now that we have broadened our search space of possible transfers, we need to narrow down the possibilities. We narrow the field of choices down to a single scheme by enforcing three properties:
1. A globally affine velocity field should be preserved across transfers from particles to the grid and back when moving particles and moving grids are ignored (for example when ∆t = 0). 2. The transfers should conserve linear and angular momentum, even when the complications of gridbased evolution, moving grids, and moving particles are taken into account. 3. A simulation with a single particle is stable but non-dissipative when moving grids and moving particles are taken to account but additional grid-based influences (forces, etc.) are ignored.
Property 1 is what it means to be an APIC scheme; it is a PIC-style transfer that preserves affine velocity fields. Note that this property should only be enforced under very strict circumstances (∆t = 0), since affine velocity fields should be able to change due to advection. Property 2 ensures that the entire scheme will conserve linear and angular momentum provided that the grid-based scheme also conserves these quantities. Property 3 is a non-obvious but crucial requirement. The other properties do not uniquely determine a transfer; they only narrow it down to a one-parameter family of transfers. These transfers tend to behave similarly except when one particle moves far enough from other particles that it is able to evolve in isolation. For one particular member of this family, a lone particle will evolve by not changing. For the rest of the members of this family, part of the particle's state tends to explode or decay exponentially when the particle evolves in isolation. Exponential decay is not desirable, and exponential growth is intolerable. This leads us to choose the stability criterion to narrow the possibilities down to one set of transfers. We present these transfers in the context of the MPM method in which we use them in Sections 3.2 and 3.4. Also, we present a derivation of the transfers from the properties 1-3 in Section 5.8.
Method
We demonstrate the behavior of our transfers on MPM simulations of hyperelasticity. Here we outline the governing equations and establish some notation used throughout the exposition.
Equations
Let x = φ(X, t) be the mapping from material coordinates X to world coordinates x. Let V and v be the Lagrangian and Eulerian velocities. F is the deformation gradient, and J is its determinant. That is,
With these definitions, the evolution equations are
where the Cauchy stress σ is related to the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P and hyperelastic energy density Ψ through
The state of stress in hyperelastic materials is simply related to F as Ψ(F) and P(F) where the total internal potential energy Φ is
Since we will not have access to a reference configuration, we must evolve our deformation gradient according to
We seek to conserve total momentum p(t) and total angular momentum l(t), which are given by
For completeness, kinetic energy is
and total energy is E = T + Φ.
Transfer to grid
Each particle x n p stores mass m p , velocity v n p , and the additional matrix B n p . As we are using MPM, we also store a deformation gradient F n p on particles. Note that particle masses m p do not have a time superscript because they are constant (and thus never updated from the grid) to account for conservation of mass. We first use our weights to interpolate mass and momentum to the grid.
The velocity v n i is obtained by division. Note that unlike with m p , we specify a time superscript on grid mass m n i , since it will change each time step. The additional matrix D n p used in the transfer is similar to an inertia tensor (but for an affine rather than rigid motion). Similarly, B n p contains angular momentum information and the local affine velocity field is conceptually v
We will elaborate on these properties later when we prove conservation.
Grid evolution
At this point, we have transferred state from particle to grid, and we are ready to apply forces and perform our grid-based evolution. We must update grid velocityṽ is purely conceptual. Our implementation uses fixed Cartesian grids.
An important aspect of allowing for exact conservation of linear and angular momentum during particle/grid transfers is that conservation of the entire method can be achieved by combining with one of the many conservative integrators used for updating the grid state [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . We introduce a parameter λ, which allows us to consider an entire family of methods that conserve linear and angular momentum. This family contains two notable members: symplectic Euler (λ = 0) and midpoint rule (λ = 1 2 ). The schemes λ = 0 and λ = 1 are both explicit; the rest are implicit. We use midpoint rule for all of our examples. Note that schemes such as forward Euler, backward Euler, and trapezoid rule do not conserve angular momentum and thus are not suitable for our purposes. Our family of grid-based updates is
The velocity update rule uses forces f n+λ i
, which we define from a potential energy function Φ n+λ , which we compute from an energy density Ψ p (F p ). Our rules for computing potential energy Φ n+λ , force f n+λ i , and product by force derivatives are
Here, P p is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Defining forces through an energy ensures angular momentum conservation; the particular constitutive model does not matter.
Transfer to particles
With grid evolution completed, we have updated grid locationsx n+1 i
and velocitiesṽ n+1 i
. What remains is to transfer this information back to particles. We do this using the transfers
This completes the specification of our angular-momentum-conserving family of APIC schemes.
Interpolation weights
As with PIC, we use weights to transfer information between the two representations. While the choice of weights is flexible, we require them to satisfy some important properties. Let N (x) be an interpolation kernel, which must be chosen to satisfy
for any x. The kernel N (x) is used to define interpolation weights and weight gradients as w 
With these weights defined, we can start describing the method.
Implementation details

Implicit midpoint as minimization problem
The grid update is in general implicit, including the midpoint rule (λ = 1 2 ). Since this is the member that we implemented and recommend using, we restrict our attention here to this case. We also demonstrate symplectic Euler and backward Euler as grid update schemes for comparison in some of our numerical experiments. Symplectic Euler is explicit and does not require the optimization treatment that follows. Backward Euler is not a member of the family described in this paper; we compare against it for reference.
We solve the resulting nonlinear systems of equations following an optimization-stabilized NewtonRaphson solver framework [26, 27] . The implicit midpoint scheme for MPM grid nodes is
) .
Changing to the variable ∆v i =ṽ
The corresponding minimization objective function is
This is similar to the corresponding objective for backward Euler, which is
The minimum of E occurs when
Note that g(∆v i ) = 0 is just (39), so minimizing E is equivalent to solving (39). Multiplying the derivative of g by some vector δu i will be necessary.
This in turn requires a matrix-vector multiply by the force derivative, which is done using (27) and (28).
Momentum conservation on incomplete convergence
The conservation properties of our method (see Section 5.2) depend on solving (39) to convergence. If this is not done, conservation will be only approximate. We note, however, that this is not a fundamental problem. One way to track down the source of the problem is to label every vector a velocity-like or force-like. Assume initial velocity is zero and all forces are momentum-conserving. Then, we can note some rules about how these types of vector should behave:
1. A force-like vector will sum to zero. 2. A velocity-like vector will sum to zero when scaled by mass. 3. Scaling a velocity-like vector by mass produces a force-like vector. 4. Scaling a force-like vector by inverse mass produces a velocity-like vector. 5. Scaling a vector by a constant preserves its type. 6. Adding vectors is only permitted if they have the same type; the type is preserved. 7. In the matrix-vector multiply δf i = j ∂fi ∂xj δu j , δu j must be velocity-like, and δf i will be force-like.
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γ ← r, r
5:
while not converged do
for example, when computing kinetic energy.)
As long as these rules are followed, the velocity will be velocity-like, which implies conservation of linear momentum (the last rule is not strictly required, but we can enforce it anyway). Propagating these labels through the algorithm (Newton's method, line searches, conjugate gradient, etc.) is straightforward and breaks down only inside the conjugate gradient solver. The source of the problem is that p, r, and ß must be of the same type (see Algorithm 1), so that ß ← Ap means the operator A must take and produce the same type of vector. The system we are solving takes the general form
where M is a diagonal mass matrix, ζ is a scalar, δv is a velocity-like vector, δf is a force-like vector. The operator A 1 takes velocity-like vectors and produces force-like vectors, which is a problem. We can avoid that problem by rewriting
Now, A 2 takes velocity-like vectors and returns velocity-like vectors. Unfortunately, this A 2 is not symmetric. The conjugate gradient operates on vectors in only a few ways: matrix-vector multiply, vector operations, and inner product. Note that the inner product used does not need to be the standard inner product: A is only required to be symmetric with respect to the inner product chosen. That is, Au, v = u, Av for any u and v. Note that A 2 is symmetric with respect to the mass inner product u, v = u T Mv. Using this modified system and a mass inner product for conjugate gradient is a perfectly acceptable means of solving the linear system. Furthermore, all vectors in the conjugate gradient algorithm are now velocity-like, which allows us to label all of our vectors. This in turn guarantees conservation of momentum, even if our solver is not fully converged.
CFL condition
We choose our time step size ∆t so that no particle will travel more than the grid spacing ∆x in one time step. We approximate this by assuming that these particles travel with the initial grid velocity v n i . While this does not take into account the potentially dramatic affect of forces, we note that our method 9 is implicit and can tolerate such errors.
Interpolation stencil support is bounded by
In the case of both quadratic and cubic interpolation,
We use ν = 1 for our examples.
Notes and analysis
Here we discuss a number of aspects and useful properties of the schemes we have proposed.
RPIC transfer properties
The RPIC transfers outlined in Sections 2.1.1 from particle momenta to grid momenta are
The transfers from updated grid velocitiesṽ i to new particles velocitiesṽ p and angular velocitiesω p as outlined in Section 2.1.2 arẽ
These transfers conserves total linear and angular momenta. To define the total linear and angular momenta of the particles, we think of them as a collection of rigid bodies, each made up of individual point masses m ip = m p N (x p −x i ) located at the grid nodes x i . Then the total momenta of the collection of rigid bodies is the sum of the contributions from each respective point mass. That is, the total linear momentum p P of the particles is
and the total angular momentum (computed about the origin) is
These quantities are defined in a more obvious manner on the grid as
In the following, we will show that after the transfer from particle to grid, p P = p G and l P = l G and after the transfer from grid to particlep P =p G andl P =l G
Particle to grid: conservation of linear momentum
The total linear momenta are equal after the transfer, which can be seen simply from
However, it is also useful to note that
That is, the C p contribute no net linear momentum. This holds since p i m p N (x p −x i )v p = p m p v p where we assume a partition of unity property of the grid interpolating functions i N (x − x i ) = 1 and
again using partition of unity and lastly
where we assume that the grid interpolation function exactly interpolate linear functions, which leads to
Particle to grid: conservation of angular momentum
The transfer also conserves total angular momentum since
Also, this formula can be expressed as
The first term p x p × m p v p = p i x i × m p N (x p − x i )v p can be seen from partition of unity. The second term is clear when noting
Recall we use x * to denote the matrix that expresses x × y = x * y and C p = ω * . This result says that the total angular momentum of the particles (about the origin) is equal to the sum of the contributions from the conceptual rigid body centers of mass and the contribution from the angular momentum at each particle.
Grid to particle: conservation of linear momentum
The transfers in Equation 41 conserve linear momentum sincẽ
where we use the expression forp P derived in Equation 46.
Grid to particle: conservation of angular momentum
The transfers in Equation 41 also conserve angular momentum. We can show this using Equations 50 and Equation 41 to express the new total particle angular momentum as
APIC conservation of linear momentum
The APIC scheme is naturally divided into three steps; we show that each step independently conserves linear momentum. The first step is the transfer of information from particle to grid. We see that the initial particle momentum p P,n is equal to the grid momentum after the transfer p G,n .
Once mass and momentum are on the grid, grid positions and velocities are updated. We note that initial grid momentum matches the final grid momentump G,n+1 .
The final step is transferring information back to particles. This step is also conservative since
Finally, the entire scheme conserves momentum since p P,n+1 = p P,n .
APIC conservation of angular momentum
We use the permutation tensor in this section. To make these portions easier to read, we take the convention that A : denotes A αβ αβγ . The manipulation u × v = (vu T ) T : is used to transition from a cross product into the permutation tensor.
Transfer to grid
Our approach to demonstrating angular momentum conservation follows the same three steps. In this case, we show that l P,n = l G,n =l G,n+1 = l P,n+1 , though the individual steps are more involved. We begin with the transfer from particles to the grid.
where use has been made from
Note that this expression for l P,n can be taken to be the definition of total angular momentum on particles, with l B p being the angular momentum contribution of particle p due to B p .
Grid update
The next step is the grid update. Let
For the grid update portion, we will use the following manipulations to replace cross products with permutation tensors.
14 With this, we note the identity
= 0 from which it follows that
With this identity, it is finally possible to show that angular momentum is conserved across the grid update.
Transfer to particles Using
we have
This completes the proof of angular momentum conservation.
Stability
It is possible to construct a transfer that conserves angular momentum and retains affine fields but is unstable. This instability was observed to occur when variations in the transfer are considered. The instability conveniently manifests when a particle is isolated, so the problem is easy to avoid. We require that an isolated particle experiencing no forces should translate uniformly with no change in v n p or B n p . We now show that our scheme has this property.
Consider that there is only one particle, which experiences no forces (f 
With these, the final particle velocity is
The final position is is now
This guarantees stability in the case of one particle. In practice, the scheme is observed to be stable with any number of particles when using a quadratic or cubic basis. It is not, however, stable for a multilinear basis, as noted in Section 5.9.
Affine round trip
One of the original motivations behind the original APIC scheme is that, in some reasonable sense, it should preserve affine velocity fields. Particles represent an affine velocity field when v n p = v + Cx p and B n p = CD n p for some vector v and matrix C. We require that such a velocity field be preserved in the limit when an arbitrarily small time step is taken, so that we may assume ∆t = 0. The assumption ∆t = 0 immediately impliesṽ 
so that the grid velocity field is produced by the same affine velocity field.
The new particle state corresponds to the same affine velocity field, so the field has been preserved across the transfers.
Unifying PIC, RPIC and APIC
For each of PIC, RPIC and APIC the transfer from particle to grid can be written as
, where the C p is zero, skew or a full matrix to distinguish PIC, RPIC and APIC respectively. However, when designing the transfer back from grid to particle, the details are less obviously related. There is, in fact, a description that unifies RPIC, APIC and PIC. It starts with the alternative notation
to describe the velocity field local to the particle. Here, the b jpi ∈ R 3 , b jp ∈ R 3Ng with N g equal to the number of grid nodes and
. . .
The b jp form a reduced basis for the grid velocity field v ip local to particle p. That is, the b jp ∈ R 3Ng are individual modes defined over the grid and the s jp describe the local particle state, e.g. they are equivalent to v p and C P for APIC. The choice of the basis vectors b jp ∈ R 3Ng is what distinguishes PIC from RPIC from APIC etc. For example, PIC uses N r = 3 and
. . . 
Lastly, APIC uses the same b jp as RPIC for j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and
for j = 7, 8, 9 (which represent symmetric matrices with zero diagonal) and
e j−9 e T j−9 r 1p e j−9 e T j−9 r 2p . . . 
5.6.1. Transfer from particle to grid With this notation, the transfer from particle to grid is
That is, the grid momenta are just the sum of the momenta modes local to each particle. Notably, this describes the PIC, RPIC and APIC transfers in one description. If we define the total linear momentum of the particle state to be the sum of the total linear momenta from each local particle state, and the total angular momentum of particle state to be the sum of the total angular momenta from each local particle state (computed about the particle) plus the angular momenta of the particles, then the transfer conserves linear and angular momentum by reasoning analogous to that in Section 5.1.
Transfer from grid to particle
Using this notation, the transfer from grid to particle is done by determinings jp from the updated grid velocitiesṽ i . We can do this in a way that conserves linear, angular momenta, as well as generalized moments directly by solving the system
fors ip . Notably, this describes the PIC and RPIC transfers when the N r = 3 and N r = 6 respectively. Furthermore, it generalizes the result to the affine case. Remarkably, it can be shown that the matrix b T jp Mb ip is both diagonal and constant in time for quadratic and cubic B-splines, i.e. does not depend on the configuration of the particles relative to the grid. This not only means that these solves can be done efficiently, but it also shows that for APIC,s ip are the PIC modes i = 1, 2, 3 and the RPIC modes for i = 4, 5, 6 and that the remaining APIC modes are determined independently since the components are decoupled in the solve. Lastly, the transfer conserves linear and angular momentum by the same argument as for RPIC since the right hand side terms
are the linear momentum components for j = 1, 2, 3 and the angular momentum components (computed about the particle) for j = 4, 5, 6. 
Note on transfer construction
The most important difference between the method described above and the original APIC method from [17] is (30). This transfer was constructed by first assuming that the transfer should take the form
Terms involving v n i could also be considered; such terms would add a FLIP-like character to the transfer. Terms similar to (ṽ n+1 i ) T x n i I are also technically possible; we do not include them since we did not find them to contribute meaningfully to the transfer. We restrict ourselves here to the form above, which leaves us to choose the eight coefficients. We require (1) angular momentum conservation (See Section 5.3), (2) affine round trip (See Section 5.5), and (3) one particle stability (See Section 5.4). These three constraints uniquely determine all eight coefficients in the general case. In the special case λ = 0, the eight terms are not linearly independent; this allows additional freedom to eliminate terms, resulting in the simpler transfer from [17] .
Stability concerns for multilinear interpolation
With linear interpolation weights, D n p is not invertible. The particle to grid transfer from can in the multilinear interpolation case be re-written as . Since can be arbitrarily small, the energy of the grid node can be arbitrarily large. This unbounded growth in energy causes instability and makes a multilinear interpolation kernel unsuitable for this APIC formulation.
In order to use APIC using multilinear interpolation function without being unstable, we can lag the affine matrix with the transfers being
For multilinear interpolation, it further simplifies to C n+1 p = iṽ i (∇w n ip ) T . Note that this formulation does not suffer from the same energy increasing problem as long as C is bounded. The difference is effectively that the B formulation inverts D n p at the end of the time step rather than doing so at the beginning of the next time step. In the quadratic and cubic cases, the C formulation and the B formulation are equivalent, since D 
Rebound of an elastic cylinder
We run the same example as in section 4.1 of [7] . The grid spacing is h = 0.5. Slip boundary conditions are applied at x = 0 and x = 15. The cylinder is initially centered at (2.5, 2.5) and has radius 1. 
Skew impact of two elastic cylinders
We run the same example as in section 4.2 of [7] . The grid spacing is h = 1. The first cylinder is initially centered at (3, 3) with velocity (0.75, 0). The second cylinder is initially centered at (16, 5) with velocity (−0.75, 0). Each cylinder has radius 2. MPM particles are sampled with alignment to the grid with spacing 0.5 (so 4 particles per cell for a full cell). Material density is 5. The constitutive model is Neo-Hookean with Young's Modulus 31.685 and Poisson's ratio 0.44022.
Elastic cylinder collision
We extend the previous example to two colliding hollow cylinders. The grid spacing is h = 0.01. The first ring is initially centered at (0.1, 0.24) with velocity (50, 0). The second ring is initially centered at (0.4, 0.24) with velocity (−50, 0). Each ring has outer radius 0.04 and inner radius 0.03. MPM particles are sampled with alignment to the grid with spacing 1/300. Material density is 1010. The constitutive model is Neo-Hookean with Young's Modulus 7.3e7 and Poisson's ratio 0.4. 
Elastic sphere collision (3D)
We extend the skew impact of spheres to 3D. The grid spacing is h = 30/256. The first sphere is initially centered at (10, 13, 15) with velocity (0.75, 0, 0). The second sphere is initially centered at (20, 15, 15) with velocity (−0.75, 0, 0). Each sphere has radius 2. MPM particles are sampled with 4 particles per cell for a total particle count of 333, 213. Material density is 5. The constitutive model is Neo-Hookean with Young's Modulus 31.685 and Poisson's ratio 0.44022. Figure 7 shows the visualized objects at time 2.92, 6.04 and 10.54.
We further extend the previous test by initializing each sphere with an angular velocity of (0, 0, 1) (i.e., the spheres initially rotate counterclockwise) and scaling the Young's modulus by 8. Figure 8 shows the visualized objects at time 0.08, 2.83, 5.25 and 7.67.
Torus dropping
We drop 25 tori (with 8592 particles each) into a box with width 0.4 × 0.4 and height 0.3. Each torus has inner radius 0.03 and outer radius 0.06 and is sampled at height 1.0 with random initial rotation around the ground normal. The material density is 5. Young's modulus is 150 and Poisson's ratio is 0.3. Figure 9 shows the particles and the reconstructed surfaces at time 8.50.
